Assembly of ALTAIR 3P / NEPTUNE 3P Handle on axle (Left Hand Side handle version)

1: Raise the Backrest
- Backrest in sleeping position
- Pull up the bar
- Initiate The Rotation Forward
- Release the bar
- Remove the nuts and washers

2: Assembly of the seat cushion
- Remove the cover and the protection-cardboard around articulation.
- Rotate the hinge plates of the seat.

3: Approximate alignment of the triangular plates in position “B”

4: WHAT TO DO IN CASE OF BLOCKED PLATE
1 – Press the release lever and hold it in position
2 – Bring back the hinge on handle side to the position “A”
3 – Rotate the triangular plate of the handle simultaneously with the opposite plate, up to position “B”
4 – Release the handle when the 2 triangular plates are well aligned in position “B”

ATTENTION: NEVER FORCE THE MECHANISM!
1 – Press the release lever and hold it in position
2 – Rotate the triangular plate of the handle simultaneously with the opposite plate, up to position “B”.
3 – Release the handle when the 2 triangular plates are well aligned in position “B”

USE TWO PEOPLE IF NECESSARY
4 – Release the handle when the 2 triangular plates are well aligned in position “B”
5: Screwing of the cushion
1 – Screw the triangular plate on the opposite side of the handle (torque N.m 24 maximum)
2 – Press the release lever and hold it in position
3 – Lower the hinge onto the bolts of the frame
4 – Release the lever
5 – Screw the second hinge on handle side (24 N.m tightening torque maximum)

6: Rotation of the cushion
1 – Press the release lever and hold it in position
2 – Rotate the seat cushion to the required position
3 – Release the lever

7: Assembly of the rear back (only for model ALTAIR 3 P)
Proceed in the same way for the Assembly of the rear backrest (rotation of the handle in the opposite direction of the seat cushion one)

Day / driving position :

8: Operating sleeping position